Work Plan by White, Su
WEBS6302 Provisional Workplan - note may be subject to minor changes of detail
Weekly focus Monday preparation Monday activity Tuesday preparation Tuesday activity Thursday preparation Thursday activity Resources
1 Introductions and scoping General induction 
programme
1. Intro welcome SLIDES 
(EdShare) walk round the 
website & wiki. 2. SMALL 
GROUPS: identifying and 
comparing your disciplinary 
backgrounds (EdShare)
Think over what you think are 
interesting research 
questions related to web 
science. Sign up to the 
Mendeley group. 
1. SMALL GROUPS: 
continue with group 
introductions leading into a 
broader discussion of 
interdisciplinarity
Reflect on interdisciplinarity; 
how the contents of your 
other modules intersect and 
what they reveal about your 
'comfort zone'. Get to know 
your fellow students.
Q&A tutorial meeting. Slides in EdShare. Papers in 
Mendeley.  Books in Web 
Science 'Library'. Our 
collective experience.
2 Clarification and 
beginnings
Look at the papers in 
mendeley. Watch or skim the 
suggested videos. Find time 
to look at the Web Science 
'Library'.
1. SMALL GROUPS: Poster 
review, think pair share. 
Identify possible component 
disciplines. If time allows 
quick round identifying 
disciplines in which you might 
be interested. 2. DISCUSS/
DEMO Live mendeley access 
(if there is interest). 
Prepare your thoughts for 
Tuesday's class
1. SMALL GROUPS: In 
pairs.  Think about your 
possible questions and 
component disciplines. A. 
How would you plan to find 
out more about them? B. 
Why are they particularly 
interesting to Web Science?  
2. DEMO: Live edit of student 
wiki
STUDENT WIKI 1. Add 
possible research question 
and your target disciplines to 
the wiki. 2. Add your own 
suggested sources to the wiki 
against the various 
disciplines.
1. PANEL: Student panel, 
how previous students 
tackled the task and what 
they learned.
Edshare: Example posters 
and papers from previous 
students. Contents of 
student wiki. Link to the 
student Blog. 
3 Process lecture Write initial entries in the 
blog. Introduce yourself, your 
background, your chosen 
topics and your motivations 
for selecting areas. 
Remember to tag your 
entries. 
1. SMALL GROUPS: In pairs, 
review the coursework 
specification, read through 
the assessment criteria and 
feedback form.  Discuss how 
the scope of this module 
relates to other modules. 
1. Re-read the coursework 
specification. 2. Identify any 
questions for clarification in 
class. 
1. SMALL GROUPS: In pairs, 
explain your proposed topic 
to each other. A) possible 
title. B) why it's interesting. 
C) the component fields of 
study D) any possible 
difficulties
Conduct further independent 
research into 
interdisciplinarity.  Explore 
your chosen area, draw up a 
plan for progress.  
1. PANEL: Student panel. 
Discussion of 
interdisciplinarity across 
current established PhD 
students
EdShare: Slides; 
assessment criteria; Walk 
through - linking wiki entry to 
your blog posts.
4 Independent study: 
Blogging and surgeries
Schedule small group 
meetings for this week
Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Accumulating blogs and wiki 
entries
5 Independent study: 
Blogging and surgeries
Schedule small group 
meetings for this week
Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Accumulating blogs and wiki 
entries
6 Independent study: 
Blogging and surgeries 
Schedule small group 
meetings for this week
Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Accumulating blogs and wiki 
entries
7 Focus on hand ins: revisit 
specification for posters 
and reports 
Look at the poster examples 
again
1. SMALL GROUPS: 
reviewing posters, what 
works? 2. BRIEFING: how 
the poster pitch will work
Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours EdShare assessment 
criteria; WEBS6302 hand-in 
page; Poster booklet from 
previous students; poster 
links; Visual literacies. 
Mendeley visual literacies. 
8 Poster surgery Schedule small group 
meetings, prepare and print 
poster for POSTER PITCH
Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours
9 Poster pitches and hand 
in poster 28th November
POSTER PITCH: Access grid 
room. Print and display your 
posters in this room by the 
beginning of the week
POSTER PITCH: PRESENTATION: how to 
conduct the peer review
Peer review format document 
EdShare
10 Independent study: Peer 
review and revisions
Schedule small group 
meetings for this week
Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Guidance on writing a short 
reflection EdShare
11 Q&A Schedule small group 
meetings for this week
Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours
Vacation 1 Vacation
Vacation2
Vacation 3
12 Hand in report 9th Jan Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours Tutorial support, office hours
Exams There are no exams for WEBS6203
